Define the Word

Directions: Read each sentence. Choose the word from the word bank that fits the definition in parentheses. Write the word in the blank to complete the sentence.

Word Bank
factory  credit  transcribe  incredible  circumscribed  facilitate

1. The author hired an assistant to __________________ her novel.
   (word that means “to write out”)

2. The map showed a boundary that __________________ three major parks.
   (word that means “marked off”)

3. I’m sorry to say the teacher found my story about my late homework
   __________________.
   (word that means “not believable”)

4. We have to give her __________________ for trying to get here as fast as she could.
   (word that means “belief or trust”)

5. Ben will come early so he will be ready to __________________ the meeting.
   (word that means “make easier”)

6. Our class took a tour of the __________________ where they build equipment for
   playgrounds.
   (word that means “building where things are made”)
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